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EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM

INTRODUCTION

1.

In Its Civil Aviation Memorandum No 2 (COM(84) 72 final), the
Commission Indicated that In view of the pressures which Its
proposals In the Memorandum would place on alrl lnes, It would seek
to ensure, as far It could, that the lnfrastructural services on
which the airlines have to rely, are efficiently provided. To this
end, It stated Its Intention, In consultation with all Interested
parties, to develop a proposal on the Implementation of common
principles for user charges at major airports.

2.

In order to help this process, the Commission In January 1985
commissioned a study to consultants (Coopers and Lybrand
Associates). The purpose of this study was to consider general
charging principles which might be appropriate for application at
major airports In the European Community.

3.

Subsequently the services of the Commission have had extensive
consultations with representatives of the alrl lne and airport
Interests
Involved,
trade unions, user organisations, and
government experts. The Commission has also been able to take
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account of the helpful and wei !-constructed reports of the European
Pari lament on airport charges (1) In the European Community
(Rapporteur: Mr Moorhouse), on airport planning (2) In the European
Commun 1ty (Rapporteur: Mr Hoffman>, and of the subsequent
Resolutions by the Pari lament.
BACKGROUND
4.

DIVERSITY OF COMMUNITY AIRPORTS

The legal status and type of management of airports In . the
Community, and Indeed within particular Member States, vary
considerably. Airports may be under direct State control, direct
regional or local Government control, operated by autonomous
special lsed bodies or operated as concessions. Some are even
operated as private companies. Irrespective of ownership there
exists Invariably a significant national, regional or local
government Involvement. Some exceptions exist In the United
Kingdom where In particular the British Airports Authority (BAA)
has been prlvatlsed. Even within countries, significant differences
exist. For example In Germany only Frankfurt Is a joint stock
company; all other major commercial

airport~

·are private limited

I Iab Ill ty organ Isat Ions (GmbH).
Further there are aIrport
authorities which control only one airport, and others which
control one or more airport systems.
5.

There Is also substantial variety In the financial structure and
Some
degree of financial autonomy among Community airports.
European aIrports own theIr own assets; others operate them on
behalf of the owner. Thus of major (3) Community airports, Athens
Is pure 1y an opera t Ing agent for fIxed assets owned by the Greek
State. The airport operating authorities for Rome and the French
provincial airports operate on a concession basis with some of the

PE 88.567/fln.
(2) PE 86.426/fln.
(3) References to major Community airports should normally be taken as
mean lng those wIth more than 1 mll:llon passengers per year.

(1)
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fixed assets owned, or loaned to them, by the State.
These
airports are not responsible for the depreciation or replacement of
those assets .. Most of the other major airports own their assets,
and .seek to fund them through self-financing.
It

Is

Important to note that,

In recent years,

for

financial

reasons, a number of aIrports, Dub I In, Copenhagen and SpanIsh
Airports, have been set up In lndependant bodies and thus separated
from the publ lc budget.
6.

The results of the study carried out for the Comm.lsslon also
reveal, for major Community airports, a wide variety of airport
charging practices and principles.
This diversity can be
attributed, at least In part, to differences between airport
authorities In their Institutional structures, their relations with
Government, their general objectives, the scope of activities
undertaken by each authority, their sources of finance and their
financial arrangements, and their accounting pol lcles.

7.

This same lack of uniformity can be seen In the amount of financial
Information made aval table by airports. ICAO (1) (the International
Clvl I Aviation Organisation) recommends that "airports should
maintain accounts that provide a satisfactory basis for determining
and allocating the ·costs to be recovered, should publish their
financial statements on a regular basis and should prov.lde adequate
financial Information to users In consultations".

( 1) Statements by the Counc II to contractIng States on Charges for
Airports and Route Air Navigation Facilities 1981
(DOC 9082/2)
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However In practice for some major European airports, It Is still
difficult If not Impossible to obtain published accounts, and even
when they are publ lshed, the Information In them Is not on a
comparable basis. Some accounts are audited; others are not. Some
provide revenue and cost data for.a group of airports; others break
this down for each airport. Uost use historic cost accounting but
a ·Small minority use current cost accounting. In short, there Is a
marked lack of uniformity among Community airports.
BASIC CONSIDERATIONS UNDERLYING COMMISSION PROPOSALS
8.

The air transport policy package approved by the Council In
December 1987 relaxes Governmental controls and Increases the
scope for competition among Community alrl lnes. The result should
be a more efficient and cost-conscious system. ·In particular
Increased commercial pressure should act as an Incentive on
airlines to Innovate and Improve service quality, thereby leading
to a better deal for the consumer, and better chances for
emp Ioymen t. Th Is po I Icy has been further deve Ioped In the recent
proposals for the second stage (1).

9.

But for Community airports, there Is ~ot the same scope as for
airlines for Increasing direct competition with Its ensuing
benefits. The degree to which airports are at present subject to
competition can vary according to geographical location, but It Is
clear that competition between major airports Is Increasing.
Airports can and do compete on both price and service for certain
types of air traffic (notably freight, some long-haul traffic and
some non-scheduled traffic). On the other hand, the destination of
much scheduled air traffic Is dictated by factors external to an
airport's relative efficiency or attractiveness.

(1) COM(89) 373 final.
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Even between major Community airports, there can be major
differences over what facl lltles and functions constitute an
airport.
Thus In some countries essential security and fire
services are provided by the national authorities rather than the
airport authorities. In short, therefore, In many cases comparing
the relative efficiency of Community airports would be I Ike
comparing apples and pears.
12. In view of these difficulties, the Commission believes that the
best ·way to Increase external pressure on airports to costconsciousness, and to avoid any possible abuse of monopoly position
1s to encourage greater exchange of InformatIon between aIrports
and their users. The Commission attaches considerable Importance to
sufficient transparency to airport users of both the principles
underlying the charges Imposed by each airport authority, and the
application of these principles. It believes that there should be
adequate procedures for consultations between airport authorities
and users, and sufficient transparency of costs and statements of
pricing principles to enable users to understand how costs are
allocated and how particular charges are derived. Airports and
users shou Id seek to estab II sh together the qua II ty and kInd of
services required.
At the same time, while not entering Into
questions of pricing detail, the Commission believes It would be
helpful to establish general guidelines or principles to which
aIrport charges for aeronaut Ica I servIces shou Id conform. The
following section out I lnes In more detail how these alms are to be
achieved.
13. But, even If a sufficient transparency and clear principles become
the rule, the Commission Is 'convinced that In this period of under
capacity for a number of airports, It will be more and more
necessary that meetings between airports and users, In the context
of the consultation procedure, have to promote a concerted planning
which links new Investments to the evolution of aeronautical fees.
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Airports and users need such agreement which understands an
associated responslbl I tty and neutral tty of the state authority as
long as this agreement Is going on.

COMMISSION PROPOSAL

14. The Commission proposal has 3 main elements: to provide for regular
consultations between airport operators and users; to provide for a
sufficient and transparent exchange of Information between airports
and their users; and to lay down certain general principles to
which charges for aeronautical services should conform. In drawing
up Its propos a I , the CommIssIon has taken Into account cur rent
airport practices and procedures, and that Its proposal ls.as far
as possible compatible with them. The Commission has also sought
to avoid creating undue burdens on airports or new bureaucratic
structures, especially In countries where simi tar regulations
already exist. Most of the Information which the proposed
regulation reQuires to be produced should already be readl ty
available at major Community airports. Similarly the Commission
stresses that It Is neither Its wish nor Its Intention to create
for I tse If any supervIsory or .monItor lng role on the bas Is of the
Information which airport operators are to be reQuired to provide
for users. This does .not of course affect the Commission's duty
under the Treaty to ensure the effective Implementation of
CommunIty legis Iat ton. The Comml ss ton has a Iso taken part IcuI ar
account of exist lng International guidelines, governing airports,
and not ab Iy the reI evant provIsIons of the Convent Ion on
International Civil Aviation and of principles laid down by ICAO In
Its 1981 Statement. The ·Commission Is satisfied that Its proposal
wl I I supplement and complement these existing obi lgatlons and
gu Ide I Ines .
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15. To consider briefly each of the main elements of the Commission's
proposal In more detail:
A. CONSULTATl ONS
(a)

The Regulation provides for regular consultations between
airports and their users. such consultations already take place
at certaIn CommunIty aIrports and the Comm Iss ton's proposa I Is
drawn up In order not to Interfere with existing consultation
procedures, to the extent that these .already fulfl I the
requirements of this regulation. The Commission also leaves to
airports the discretion to decide whether.consultatlons with
users should take place col lectlvely or separately. Indeed the
Commission believes that, for many detal led discussions, and to
maximize efficiency, separate meetings would be useful.

(b)

As Indicated In the ICAO 1981 Statement •. the purpose of such
consultations Is to ensure that airports give consideration to
the views of users, and the effect on them that changes In
airport functions, organisation and charges may have.
Consultation lmpl les discussions between users and airports In
an effort to reach agreement on any changes. Given this aim,
airports should consult users In reasonable time before
Introducing changes. How long Is reasonable wl I I naturally vary
according to circumstances, but the Commission bel !eves that It
would be reasonable to give 2 months notice before any
significant revision of charges or Introduction of new ones Is
contemplated and 4 months before the final decision concerning
Implementation of Important changes In the airports operations
and/or facti It les or of substant tal Investment or development
plans. In the absence of any agreement, airports would however
remain free to Implement the changes In question, subject,
where appropriate, to the approval of authorities.
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B. PROVISION OF INFORMATION
(a) In order for consultations to be of value, It Is necessary for
airports to provide users with sufficient and transparent
Information. The Articles of the Regulation and Annex
therefore specify In some datal I, the sort and amount of
Information which airports should as a minimum reQuirement
produce. The Intention Is that this Information should be
sufficient for users, and airport operators, to assess an
airport's performance, Including financial, techni-cal and
operational aspects. As Indicated above, most major Community
airports already produce most of the statistics reQuired by the
Directive.
(b) In seeking to draw up such statistics the Commission believes
that airport operators and users themselves are best placed to
dec Ide the form of such InformatIon and the necessary
definitions and parameters, taking Into account Information
already provided, an airport's legal structure, management,
type, source of finance, etc.
(c) The Commission bel laves that regular consultations and the
provision of Information on the lines described above would
help create an Important additional external stimulus for
airports to greater cost-consciousness,
efficiency and
Innovation. It would also help Illustrate to users that they
are receiving value for money.
(d) Consultation and exchange of Information must however be a twoway process. So, In order that airport authorities may better
plan their future financial reQuirements, airport users,
particularly airlines, should for their part provide advance
planning data to Individual airport authorities as set out In
the Articles and Annex 11. such data should Include forecasts
on future types, characteristics, and numbers of aircraft
expected to be used
the anticipated growth of passengers and
the special facll ltles which the airport
cargo to be handled
users desire, etc.

3
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C. CHARGING PRINCIPLES
(a) As Indicated In para 5 above, there exists among major
community airports a wide variety o.f airport charging practices
and principles. Given this diversity, the Commission does not
think It possible nor Indeed desirable to seek to lay down
detailed harmonized rules governing airport pricing. Whether
peak pricing principles at an airport should be adopted, for
Instance, Is In the Comml ss Ion· s v lew better Ieft for
Individual airport operators and their users to consider,
taking account of an airport's specific traffic and other
characteristics.
But the Commission does believe
desirable for the Community to
gutdel lnes or· principles to which
servIces at major aIrports should

that It Is possible and
lay down certain general
charges for aeronautical
conform. In so doIng, ., t

has taken Into account Member States' obI Igat Ions under the
Convent lon on lnternat lonal Civil Avlat Jon of 1944, and the
recommendations approved by ICAO.
(b) Whl le airports must be economically viable I .e. making a
reasonable profit a key principle should be that aeronautical
charges are cost-related. As far as possible, the service
provided, and Its cost, should be linked to Its tariff; users
should not be charged for facilities they do not need or use.
In other words, the Commission believes that charging policies
should not discriminate between users engaged In similar
operations, and that the basis for an airport's charging pol Icy
should be as clear and understandable as possible.
(c) DIscr lml nat Jon between users. appears frequent Iy when aIrports
use cross subsldlslng. The Commission recognises that under
certain circumstances In a system of Interconnected airports,
there may be reasonable commercial and operational grounds for
a larger airport cross-subsldlslng smaller or under-utilised
airports serving the same region. But there should be I lmlts
to such cross-subsldlsatlon.
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On the contrary, subsidies granted by major airports to
airports which are not geographically related to them, should
be openly Identified, explained and Justified.
(d) It Is of particular Importance to eliminate unjustified gap
which still exists, In a majority of EEC countries, In favour
of domestic carriers- which are national carriers- as long as
approach, landing, passenger and parking charges for domestic
or short distance traffic are considerably lower that charges
app I Icable to Intra-CommunIty traffIc. Such dIfferent Ia I
conditions discriminate between users, distort competition,
stand In the way of free movement of persons and goods and
could also be considered as Indirect State aids.
This situation Is wholly unacceptable In an Internal market and
the Commission urges airport authorities to el lmlnate, If.
necessary by steps, at the Ia test by 1 January 1993, these
differences which are not demonstrably related to cost
differences.
(e) However, the Commission understands that, In the framework of
regional development and, In particular, when an airport
represents an essential means of connection to an Isolated
region and only accessible with difficulty, a Member State
could wish to apply reduced fees to decrease the cost of the
connection. But, In this case, It Is a State aid which has to
be not If led to the CommIssIon In pursuance of Art lc Ie. 93 and
not to be borne by the airport.
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(f)

In sett lng out these general pr lnclples the Commission
recognises that there may be difficulties of Interpretation.
That Is why Its proposals on charging principles are directly
I Inked to, and dependent on, the proposals providing for
consultation, and exchange of Information, between airports and
users.
It Is In this way that the particular needs and
characterIstIcs of an aIrport can be taken Into account In
assessing whether or not that airport's charging pol Icy Is fair
and reasonable.

16. There are two further Important points to which the Commission has
had regard In drawing up Its proposal. Firstly this proposal does
not deal with the sources of finance for an airport's operations.
The Commission wl I I deal with Issues of State aid to airports, and
whether such aid distorts trade between Member States, making use
of Its existing powers under the Treaty, and notably Articles 92 to
94.

17. Secondly, In presenting the current proposal the Commission Is
aware of the concern felt by many airlines about the Increasing
cost of other lnfrastructural services, on which they rely, and In
particular that of en route navigation charges. The Commission Is
studying the Issues Involved In this sphere, and considering what
action (If any) It might take or propose.
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CONCLUSION

In presenting this proposal. the Commission has been guided by the ICAO
statements

that

"there

should

be

Interests of airports and airlines.
transport

In

fostering

economic.

a balance

between

In view of the
social

and

the

respective

Importance of air

cultural

Interchanges

between States" and that "States should encourage a greater

level of

co-operation between airports and air carriers. to ensure that economic
d Iff I cuI tIes facIng both of them are shared In a reasonab I e manner."
The Commission endorses both these recommendatIons.

By providing. for

greater consultation and exchange of Information between airports and
users. as wei I as by setting down general principles to which airport
charges

should

conform.

the

Commission believes

Its

proposal

would

Increase the

Incentive on airports to greater cost-consciousness and

efficiency.

The
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Community as a whole.

would
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the
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In

the

- 15 REMARKS CONCERNING SPECIFIC ARTICLES

Article 1
This Article defines the scope of the Regulation.

It applies to

IndiVIdual

legal

airports

In

the Community,

of whatever

status,

which are open to International commercial air traffic.

Article 2
This Article provides definitions of

the main terms used

In the

Directive :

(a) The definition of "airports"

Includes all major airports open

to commercial air traffic between Member States (scheduled and
non-scheduled)

I.e. with more than 1 million passengers. This

figure Includes at I categories of passengers:
I.e.

domestIc;

scheduled.
shared

CommunIty;

I nternat lona I;

The choice of this figure

opinion

that

airports

with

schedu 1ed

non-

Is based on the widely
traffic

exceeding

1 million threshold should be able to make a profit.
airports on

and

the contrary having a more

Smaller

limited revenue

cou I d be adverse I y affected by any add It lona I

the

base

adml n I stratI ve

procedures. They are therefore left outside the scope of this
regulation.

(b) This definition does not cover non-aeronautical activities such
as hotels and Industrial development.

However, It does Include for example baggage handl tng.

(c) The definition of "user" reflects the evident direct
of

aIrcraft operators and passengers

Interest

In the operat ton of

an

airport.

Aircraft

operators

Include

both

scheduled

alrl tnes, and owners of private aircraft. ·

and

non-scheduled
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made _ between
Community
distinction
Is
and
non
operators.
Community
This
definition
also
enables
airports
to
consult
"bona
fide"
organisations
representative
these
Interests,
of
where
such
No

If
airport
organisations
exist.
operators
they may also consult other user groups.

so

wish,

definition
"authority"
(d) The
of
Includes
both
those
organisations
responsible
for
an
Ind Iv Idua I
a I r port ,
and
those
responsible . for
or
system
of
a
group
airports.
It applies to an such authorities whatever
their legal status.
(e) The

definition

of

"charges"

follows

the

practice

of

ICAO. It Is specifically made clear that charges only
concern
aeronautical
activities
and
not
other
commercIa I· act lv It les
which
the
airport
might
be
undertaking.
Articles 3, 4 and 5
.These Articles set out the circumstances when authorities of major
airports are obi lged to consult users, and certain procedures for •uch
consultations. These
Articles
leave
airport
opera.tors
(I.e.
authorities) with as much freedom as possible on the form of
consultations In order to take Into account local conditions. It Is
recognised that not alI airport users wll I be eQually affected by the
differing Issues under consideration, and conseQuently allows for
differentiation both between and within categories of users according
to the subject-matter of the consultations. Airport operators must give
adeQuate notice of consultations and sufficient Information before any
such consultations take place.
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In addition, airport operators shal I give further Information to those
users most affected by certain proposed changes. This Article does not
require Information to be published, and leaves freedom to airport
operators and users to take Into account the particular circumstances
at any airport.
There Is also a special provision In Article 4 concerning government
services.
Article 7
This Article underlines that no airport authority can do a reasonable
Job unless It has access to operational data and planning Information
from users. The Article therefore places an obligation on In particular
airlines to provide such Information.
Article 8
This Article recal Is the necessity for airports to be more In the slot
allocation procedure. At present this possibility Is subject to the
agreement of national authorities or alrl lnes which manage the
procedure.
Article 9
This Article places an obi lgatlon on all parties Involved In
consultations to seek agreement so far as possible both on any changes
proposed I:?Y airport operators and on any alternative options which
users may suggest.
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Article 10
This Article gives airport authorities responsible for a system or
group of airports serving the same region the choice to consult users
either col lectlvely or separately for all such airports provided that
separate Information Is given for each airport with more than 1 ml I I ion
passengers per annum.
Article 11
The Regulation's provisions on consultation and exchange of Information
are limited to main airports. But It would be of value for smaller
airports to adopt the same provisions. This Article therefore has the
effect of recommending that operators of all airports with less than
1 ml I lion passengers consult and provide Information to their users.
It leaves airport operators free to decide on the form and timing of
such consultations.
Article 12
This Article deals only with charges levied for aeronautical services
and facilities, and lays down the general principles to which such
charges should conform. The non discriminatory principle under I lned In
sub-paragraph (1) ( b) and the cost-related provided In sub-paragraph
(c) could be considered together, In particular to recall that
charges sha.l I apply Irrespectively to traffic between Member States and
to traffic within a Member State. It provides however ·that all revenues
from commercial activities related to aeronautical activities shall be
taken Into account In establ lshlng the cost base for aeronautical
charges. It cou Id a Iso be necessary to consIder the case when, for
reasons of regional development and difficult connections, an Indirect
State aid Is carried by decreased fees.
(1)

Article 13
Procedural Article.
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Proposal for a
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC).
on consultation between airports and airport users
and on airport charging principles

THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES,

Having

regard

to

the

Treaty

establ lshlng

the

European

Economic

Community, and In particular Article 84(2) thereof,
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission,
Having regard to the opinion of the European Pari lament,
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee,
Whereas the efficient operation of an airport determines to a large
extent the Quality of air transport services;
Whereas It Is necessary that aeronautical services and facl 1 ltles
provided at airports to aircraft operators and passengers are
reasonable In qual lty and range as wei I as cost-effective, taking Intoaccount their Impact on the level of air fares; whereas charges for
these services and fact I ltles should promote the efficient use of
aval table capacity;
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regular
consu Itat Ions
between
airport
operators
and
Whereas
representatives of users must take place In order to help ensure that
airport facl I ltles are used efficiently and that aeronautical services
at airports are cost-related;
Whereas In order for such consultations to be effective and also to
better plan future airport reQuirements, It Is necessary that airports
and users exchange sufficient Information to Identify and explain any
changes In airport operations and facilities, charging systems and
levels of charges;
Whereas given that various government controls (Immigration, customs>
are exercised at the airports and const ltute an Important element of
airport procedures necessitating adeQuate space and coordination within
the .overall functioning of airports, It Is necessary that government
control services stationed at an airport must actively participate In
consultations regarding changes In the airport's operations, facl I ltles
or development plans;
Whereas to foster the efficient use of airport capacity and to permit
the access of new entrants to the market airports must participate In
slot allocation procedures and must be. Informed of proceedings In
scheduling committees;
Whereas authorities responsible for more than one airport, which
constitute a system of Interconnected airports, must have the option to
consult their users on a col lectlve basis so as to I lmlt expenditure on
consultation;
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Whereas given the need for sufficient administrative and financial
resources In order to comply with the provisions of this Regulation It
Is confined to operators of larger airports, although operators of
smaller airports should also endeavour to consult representatives of
users on a regular basts;
Whereas It
charges for
activities
competition

Is necessary to lay down general principles to which the
using airports should conform since, although many airport
operate In competition with other economic enterprises,
between airports Is relatively I lmlted;

Whereas users must not only be charged for the airport facti ltles and
services they use, Irrespective of the origin of the traffic In the
Community, but that they must also bear their fair share of the cost of
providing airport fact I ltles and services which are considered
essential for the efficient, safe and environmentally acceptable
functioning of an airport;
Whereas, In
the Treaty,
reflect the
an Isolated

certain cases, In conformity with Art lcles 92 et seq. of
the level of airport charges could be decreased In order to
needs of regional policy, when It Is a question of linking
region to which access Is difficult.

Whereas the financial structure, degree of financial autonomy, and
ownership of fixed assets of airports In the Community vary widely;
Whereas this Regulation Is without prejudice to the application of.
Articles 85, 86, 90 and 92 of the Treaty;

HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION:
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ARTICLE 1

This Regulation relates on the one hand to consultation procedures and
the exchange of Information between airports open to commercial air
transport between Member States· and their users In respect of
aeronautical activities, and, on the other hand to the principles to
which the charges for aeronautical services and facilities at those
airports shal I conform.

ARTICLE 2

For the purposes of this Regulation
a)

"airport" means any airport situated within the Community and open
to commercial air transport between Member States and with a total
throughput of at least 1 mil lion passengers per annum;

b)

"aeronautical services and facl titles" mean services and facll ltles
necessary for the flow of aircraft, passengers, baggage or freight
through an airport;

c)

"users" mean
representative organisations of air carriers ;
air carriers If they are not represented In such organisations;
representative organisations of other operators of aircraft
using the airport;
representative
organisations
of
passengers,
shippers,
freight-forwarders and tour operators using the airport, where
such organisations exist;
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d)

"authority" means an organisation responsible In whole or In part
for one or more airports and In particular for aeronautical
services and facll ltles;

e)

"charges" mean the charges levied at airports on aircraft,
passengers, baggage and freight for the provision and use of
aeronautical services and facll ltles.

I) CONSULTATION PROCEDURES

ARTICLE 3

(1) The authority shall consult the users of an airport for which It Is
responsible at least every twelve months on the financial and
operational performance of the airport with respect to Its
aeronautical services and facl I ltles.

(2) For the purposes of consultations In accordance with paragraph 1,
each authority shall make available to users on an annual basis
InformatIon concernIng Its performance whIch as a mIn Imum sha I I
Include the data specified In Annex I unless, within the limits of
national law, the authority and users agree otherwise.
(3) Authorities shal I consult users on the appl lcatlon of
definitions and parameters of the data to local circumstances.

the
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ARTICLE 4

(1) An authority shall consult users which are significantly affected
by:
(a) Important changes In aeronautical services or facll ltles at the
airport, at least 4 months before their Introduction,
or
(b) substantial development plans for that airport or any new
airport to be operated by the authority In the same region at
any t lme whenever useful dur lng the planning stages and at
least 4 months before the final decision Is taken on Important
commitments concerning the different planning stages.
(2} For the purposes In particular of consultations In accordance with
paragraph (1)(a), and In order to Improve the qual lty of service to·
users, each authority shall furnish and exchange Information with
users on the operational performance of an airport and aeronautical
services run by alrl lnes or any other undertaking.
(3) Member States shal 1 ensure that control services stationed at the
airport (e.g. air traffic control, Immigration services, customs
services) shal I participate In such consultations.

ARTICLE 5

(1)

An authority shall consult representative organisations of
aircraft operators at least 2 months before the Introduction of
Important changes In the levels of charges or the Imposition of new
charges.

·~
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(2) Where the competent governmental authorities In a Member State are
responsible for approving charges, they shal I be part of such
consultations. When the competent governmental authorities In a
Member State are respons Ib Ie for estab II sh Ing charges they sha II
consult the authority and carry out consultation according to
paragraph 1.
(3) For the purposes of consultations In accordance with paragraph 1,
each authority shall provide sufficient Information to explain any
Important changes or new developments.

ARTICLE 6

A reasonable period of notice shall be given before any consultations
take place.

ARTICLE 7

Aircraft operators using an airport and participating In the
consultation, or their representative organisations, shall make
aval table to each airport authority estimates of their future traffic
trends, schedul lng Information, the characteristics and numbers of-·
aircraft to be used, special fact titles which they may require
Inc Iud Ing ground hand II ng, fue Ill ng and caterIng, and other reI evant
material In accordance with Annex II. Aircraft operators may require
that Information supplied by them Is treated as commercially
confidential Information. In this case they can refer directly to the
authorities.
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ARTICLE 8

Authorities shal I be entitled to participate In slot allocation
procedures for their own alrport(s) and shal I be Informed of schedul lng
conferences where they, and their representative organisation, may
attend as observers.

ARTICLE 9

In the course of consultations alI parties Involved shall seek
agreement as far as possible on any Issues conslde~ed, changes proposed
and alternative Qptlons. Where agreement cannot be reached In the
course of consultations, each authority shal I be able to Introduce the
changes In question subject where necessary to the appropriate
approva I.

ARTICLE 10

Where an authority has the responsibility for more than one airport
servIng the same cIty and In the case of the Ba Iear Ic Is Iands and
Canary Islands the authority may consult users on a collective basis
for alI such airports under Its control, provided that separate
Information Is given for each airport with more than 1 ml I lion
passengers per annum.
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ARTICLE 11

Member States shall encourage authorities responsible for airports with
1ess than 1 mI Ilion passengers per annum to consult users and to
provide them with Information along similar I lnes.

I I) CHARGING PRINCIPLES

ARTICLE 12

(1) The charges for aeronautical services and facl I ltles shall
(a) encourage the safe, efficient and economical use of airport
facilities, while taking Into account variations over time
due to congestion problems;
(b) be,clear, understandable and non-discriminatory;
(c) be reasonably related to the costs of the facl I I ties and
services provided which are needed and/or used whl le Including
a reasonable return on capital and taking Into account
environmental costs;
(d) take Into account revenues produced by commercial activities
linked to aeronautical activities.

(2) The costs of aeronautical services and facilities shall be fully
a I Ioca ted on an equ I tab Ie bas Is accordIng to sound bus 1ness and
economic principles. However, In the case of Isolated regions to
which access Is difficult the needs of regional pol Icy can be taken
Into consideration In conformity with the provisions of the Treaty.
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II I) FINAL PROVISION

ARTICLE 13

This Regulation shall enter Into force on 1 July 1990.

This

Regulation

shal I

be

binding

In

Its

entirety

appl lcable In alI Member States.

Done at Brussels, ...

For the Counc II
The President

and

directly
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ANNEX I

Information on the airports' performance

I.

TRAFFIC

Annual statistics (1) on the traffic at each airport shall be provided.
These shall Include at least the following :
1. Number of passengers

I.
I I.
II I.
lv.

International
Intra Community
Domest Ic
Transit (2)
TOTAL

2. Freight ('000 kg)

I.
II.
Ill.
IV.

International
Intra Community
Domestic
Transit (2)
TOTAL

3. Aircraft Movements

I.
II.
Ill.
IV.

International
Intra CommunIty
Domestic
Other
TOTAL

( 1)

These statIstIcs sha I I be broken down
scheduled traffic.

Into schedu Ied and non-

(2) In addition, authorities shall endeavour to provide a breakdown of
passenger and freight transfer traffic.
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II.

EMPLOYMENT

Annual statistics on staff directly employed by the authority shal I be
provided. These statistics shal I be broken down Into permanent and
temporary staff andalso by function. In addition each authority shall
endeavour to provide Information on staff Indirectly employed on
airport activities at an airport by other Agencies Including the State
(see footnote 1).
(1)

The following table Is given for guidance as an example of the
statistics authorities shal 1 endeavour to provide :
Airport employees
(1)

Number of Employees
function

Directly employed
by the authority

(2)

Indirectly
employed by
(e.g. by other
Agencies Including the State
on airport
activities at an
aIrport)

(see note above)
Customs clearance
Immigration
Fire Service
Airport Terminal Air Traffic
Control
Meteorological Service
Operations and Apron Services
Baggage Handl lng
Check In
Car parking
Catering
Engineering
Commercial
Administration
Other
Total directly employed by
the authority
T~tal

Indirectly employed

L by other agencies Including
State on alrpo~t activities
at an airport_!

----------------------------------------------------------------------TOTAL ON SITE EMPLOYMENT •
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III.

F INANC IAL

Annual accounts, Including a balance sheet and a profit ·and loss
account, shal I be provided for each airport. They shal I be sufficient
to give a true and fair view of an airport's assets, liabilities,
financial position and profit or loss. Their layout shal I not be
changed from one financial year !o the next, save In exceptional cases.
Any such departure must be clearly disclosed, together with an
explanation of the reasons therefor.
In the presentation of Its revenue for Its profit and loss account,
each airport shal I at least provide the following breakdown :
,A. Revenue from aeronautical charges at the airport
(a) AIrcraft landing charges
(b) AIrcraft parking charges
(C) Passenger charges
(d) Terminal navigational charges
(e) Freight charges
(f) Security charges
(g) Noise charges
(h)Other charges e.g. baggage handling
TOTAL
B.

Non-aeronautical revenue at the airport

(a) ground handl lng services (If provided only
by the airport authority or by a
monopoly concession holder)
(b) Concessions
1) commercial concessions
2) ground handl lng
Cc> Rents and services
(d) Other revenues from concessions
TOTAL
C. TOTAL REVENUE
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ANNEX II
Information on aircraft operators' planning of operational performance
at the airport
I.

TRAFFIC

Forecast of next year's t afflc trends at the airport as regards
1.

Number of passengers

a.
b.
c.
d.

International
Intra Community
Domestic
Transit

2.

Freight ('000 kg)

e.
b.
c.
d.

International
Intra Community
Domestic
Transit

3.

Aircraft Movements

a.
b.
c.
d.

International
Intra CommunIty
Domest lc
Transit

4.

Types of aircraft to be !lSed

a.
b.

regularly
alternatively

Additionally, aircraft . operators' Intentions at the airport on
operat lon expansions concerning passenger and freight services (I.e.
new routes, frequencies, hubblng) for the next· five years planning
period.
I I. FLEET PLANNiNG
Estimates of charac:terlstlcs and numbers of aircraft to be used at the
airport during the next ,15 years, by traffic segments.
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I I I. SPECIAL FACILITIES NEEDED

1.

Terminal facilities (m2

I.
II.

for frequent use
for eventual use

2.

Cargo storage facl IJtles (m3)

I.
II.

for frequent use
for eventual use

3.

Maintenance facll ltles (m2)

I.
II.

for frequent use
for eventual use

4.

Apron space (m2)- wide body a/c
- normal body a/c

I.
II.

for frequent use
for eventual use

5.

Offl'ces (m2)

6.

Car park stands (number)

IV. EMPLOYMENT

Number of employees expected to work at
operator by the end of the following year

1.

permanently

2.

temporar lly

the airport

for

aircraft
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